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ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF LXNEAR AND NONLINEAR STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 
Objective: 
cation of linear and nonlinear mechanical systems subject to  random excitation, 
The development of computational techniques for the identifi- 
?Jdo- 
Summary: A computational procedure has been suggested to  determine the 
differential equation governing the motion of l h e a r  and nonlinear structural 
systems subject t o  random excitation when the system excitat5on and response 
are observed. Such a procedure can yield the transfer function% impedances 
and damping coefficients of lhear systems as well as determine the non- 
linearities in the spring and damping coefficients governing the motion of 
nonlinear structure so 
This report includes a description of the procedural approach 
taken to the identification of structural systems as well as a detailed descrip- 
tion of the qmsilinearization-least squares-stagewise smoothhg parameter 
cedure, Preliminary computational results illustrating the identification of 
a simulated one degree of freedom system achieved by the methods suggested 
a re  also presented., The anticipated activity in the next quarterly interval 
will be t o  verify the computational procedure for multi-degree of freedom 
systems and to examine the performance of computational model hypothesis 
testing procedures. 
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1, A DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH. 
The objective of the investigation? is to  develop a computational 
procedilre for the identification of mechanical structures that a re  driven 
by a random excitation, In particular, the structures can be conceived 
of as an arbitrary collection of lumped spring-mass-damper systems, ia e, 
an n degree of freedom system in which the springs and dampers may be 
nonlinear, The system is identified by specifying the number of degrees 
of freedom and the spring-mass-damper coefficients in the linear cas% or 
a polynomial description of the nonlinearities in the nonlinear case, 
The approach employed for the identification of the unknown struc- 
ture consists of 3 stages. The first is the generation of hypotheses 
concerning the number of degrees of freedom of the system and the form 
of the nonlinearities. In effectn this prescribes a conceptual and computa- 
tional model for the system. In the second stage, the observed data, 
corresponding to the excitation and response of the system, is used to 
determine parameters or  coefficients of the model assumed to represent 
the system. The final stage consists of a verification of the valldity of 
the assumed computational model. This is to be accomplished by compar- 
ing the response of the system m d e i  to Lle respszse ~f the actual system, 
Subject to  an "energy" response criterioqthe assumed model is either 
accepted or an alternative model is assumed and computed on, In case 
of the latter alternative; the procedure is iterated, starting once again 
with stage 1, 
The principle effort in the investigation is in the development of 
suitable computational procedures to  accomplish the parameter estimation, 
i, e, the f i t  of the model to the observed data# specified as stage 2, The 
technique to  be explored for this purpose hvolves the hcorporation of 
least squares and sequential estimation procedures into the quasilinearf- 
zation method of system Sduntification,, 
-1 - 
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Very briefly, the quasilinearization procedure is an extension 
of the Newton-Rapheon method of finding the roots of an equation to the 
problem of finding a piecewise linear (and hence, linear time varying) 
computational equivalent of a system of nonlinear differential equations. 
In OUT problem, the nonlinear system of differential equations is the 
model assumed to represent the structure. The parameters or  coeffic- 
ients of the model are, in fact, unknown and an initial guess is made of 
these parameters to permit computation of the assumed model response 
{with the guessed parameters) to the system excitation. In the quasilin- 
earization procedure, a sequence of obsesva'tions are made of the system 
displacement, (the minimum number of observations made is equal to  the 
number of unknown system parameters), and these Dbservations are used 
in conjunction with a corresponding set of observations on the assumed 
model to improve the guess or estimate of the unknown model parameters. 
The computational procedure can be iterated; it has the very attractive 
computational feature of quadratic convergence, and this is in fact derived 
from the correspondence of the procedure to the Newton-Raphson method. 
In effect, the quasilinearization procedure accomplishes system identifi- 
cation by solving a multipoint boundary value problem. 
One limitation to the application of the quasilinearization procedure 
to the identification problem is that the minimum number of observations 
of the system response may not be sufficient to uniquely specify a solution 
of the system equation. For example, the solution of 'he second order 
linear differential equation that characterizes a one degree of freedom 
system may pass through two particular displacements at two different 
time instants for an infinite number of one degree of freedom systems. 
For this reasonp as well as the fact that the observations may be noisy, 
the least squares technique of parameter estimation is employed to per- 
mit more than the minimum number of observations to be employed to 
enhance our estimate of the unknown parameters. 
olne complication introduced by using the least squares pro- 
cedure is that the estimation of parameters by &is procedure involvee 
inverting a matrix whose size increases as the number of observations 
increase. To circumvent the increase of computational time and effort 
required for an increasingly large number of data points, we resort to 
stagewise estimation procedure which obviates the requirement for 
matrix inveraion. 
A more thorough description of the quasilinearization, least 
squares and successive approximation procedures appear in section f!3), 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EFFORT AND THE RESULTS FOR THE 
FIRST QUARTERLY INTERVAL, 
The principle effort in this quarterly interval has gone into an 
attempt to implement the digital computer programs t o  achieve the 
quasilinearization - leaet Square6 and stagewise smoothing required 
for the proposed system identification procedure, Also required are 
digital computer programs to simulate the performance of mechanical 
structures driven by random excitation, 
applied to the identification of a one degree of freedom system with an 
assumed one degree of freedom system model. 
tional procedures and results are described and illustrated in section (4). 
To date, the computational procedure has been successfdly 
Some typical computa- 
t 
t 
3. ON THE QUASILINEARIZATION - LEAST SQUARES-STAGEWISE 
SMOOTHING PROCEDURES. 
3.1 History. 
The quasilinearization technique is reputedly due to Hestenes at 
the Rand Corporation in 1949l. The mathematical theory was investigated 
by Bellman in 19552 and by Kalaba in 195g3. 
a historical mathemat- 
ical perspective is presented which identifies the quasilinearization tech - 
nique with mathematical activities in geometric duality theory, the calcu- 
lus of variations, differential inequalities and the function space approxi- 
mations by Kantorovich, 
to the identification problem was made by Shridhar and Kumar in 1964 and 
a discussion of the application of the least squares procedure to qua ilinear- 
ization was provided by Lavi and Strauss in 1065 A very significant appli- 
cation of the ieasi squares -----I-- &I---* wA=uI --A ainaewine ”.--- ---__ estimation procedure was 
made * uy -- m - - - - 1 ~ - ~ 7  ~ ~ ~ ~ A r i r j j  ;- * Q R a  m n r l  --_ i$ has since been reinterpreted and refined 
by Ho and Lee and Ho in 1964. Hypothesis testing procedures are class- 
ically a part of the subject of statistical inference. Consequently, litera- 
ture on this subject is adequately treated in numerous texts. For example, 
see Middleton’’. ) 
A t  present, no comprehensive work exists which permits the quasi- 
linearization-least squares-stagewise smoothing and hypothesis testing pro- 
cedures to be systematically employed for engineering use in the identifica - 
tion of linear and nonlinear systems, The objective of our effort is then to 
f i l l  that gap and to achieve a practical implementation of the computational 
procedures that will permit useful identification of linear and nonlinear 
structural systems, 
4 In the recent book by Bellman and Kalaba 
A first attempt at an application of the quasilinearization technique 
5 
6 
8 9 
3.2 Introduction to QuasiUmarization. 
3.2.1 Background, Newton's Method, 
The concept underlying the technique of quasilinearization is 
essentially that at Newtonqa method' of finding the roots of the soiution 
of an equation. For completeness of exposition, the Newton method is 
outlined below. 
8 Aasumed that we are given the equation 
f(x) = 0 
and we w38h to determine the roots of this equation. 33rst guess solution 
to this equation say, xod and assume xo is such that fbob ,do, 
That is, xo does not satisfy the equation, The Newton technique is an 
iterative means of obtaining the roots of (I) ,  Rewrite (1) in the form 
f(x,++e) = 0 
1 1  where e is an error" term and expand C2) in a Taylor series around 
the point xoe Equation (2) can therefore be written as 
Designate the error term e by e =xl  - xo where x1 is tobe the 
next "guess" to the solution of (11, Then keeping only the linear term, 
* Zn this reporb, spations are referred to by a system analagous to the Dewey 
Decimal System. Equations are numbered starting with the number 1 in each 
section. They are referred to by that number by statements in the same 
section, References to equations in other sections have the numerical prefix 
corresponding to the section in which the equation appears. 
(3) can be rewritten as 
fbr,) + (xi - XJ f' txo, = 0 0 
Wving (4) for the next guesso x1 yields 
x1 = x* - fb,) / f' bo) 0 
Graphically, the situation is depicted in figure 1, 
Figure ILLUSTRATION OF THE NEWTON METHOD 
I The procedure is iterated, the n-I- 1st approximation to the root 
I 
I of equation (1 1 is given by 
The procedure converges quadratically, which means that with 
the root of (I) given by xr and k a constant [independent of n 1 
X n+I < k l x n -  xr xr - 
A more detailed discussion of the convergence properties ob the Newton 
iteration procedure appears in references 4 and 11, 
of Newton's method, 
The quasilinearization technique is a function space generalization 
3.2,2 The One Dimensional Problem. 
In this section, the quasilinearization aolution of' a boundary 
value problem is demonstrated to provide a computational algorithm €or 
the solution of the identification problem. For illustrafhe purposes,, a 
first order nonlinear differential equation of known form with wi isiikiGwZ 
parameter is identified. 
Assume that we a re  given the equation 
ggx, i; t) = 0 
which is nonlinear and is known. to within a parameter, Tn ahi8 case, 
assume the unknown parameter is the initial condition, xoe Also, 
assume that a single observation is made of the solution, say for 
example at t = 5 L1 it is known or observed that x(5) = c where c 
is some particular number, Our objective is to estimate the unlmown 
initial condition xo using the quasilinearization technique. 
An equivalent form of (1) ie 
Proceeding in a manner sirnilam: to that of the Newton iteration 
technique, guess a eolution, say x0&) 
solutioq, x,&), is in error by an amount ett) 
The guessed solution is in the form 
to @), Alsoo as8ume the 
Then to within second order terms, the Taylor series expaneion 
of (3) is 
Now truncate the expansion after the first term and identify e(t) as the 
difference between the first guess xo[tt) of the solution to (1) and the 
second guess x,@) That is, let 
Applying t5) t o  C41 yields 
Equation (6) is rewritten in the form of the time varying linear equation 
NowB since xo$t;b is know& both a,&) and b(t) are 1aowna;andthe 
solution t o  (7) is 
t where 
state space notation 
Al(6 = So a (tlj dtr For later reference, 48) is written in the 
2 
i .  
The fundamental matrix qlt, t,b is determined from the 
complementary solution of This 5OlUt iOn is in the form 
Equation (10) exhibits the role of the transition matrix 
time t.  
%(to to) is 
transforming the system behavior or state at time t o  its state at 
Differentiating both sides of QlOT, 
and applylng [IO) and (11) t o  the complementary differential equation in 
{?I yields 
The quantity a,&) is h o w %  therefore, with @l(t, 01  5 I o  
the identity matrix, (12) can be solved for the fundamental matrix 
@#to to)  Then, with bl[t) known, the right hand integral in (9) 
can be computed, This we assume done 
Now recall that 
ti) we have guessed the so!.ution x0W t o  the original 
{ii) we have used this guess tu determine the linear time 
nonlinear equation (2) 
varying differential equation approximation to (2) given by (72 
(iii) the solution to (7) the approximate equation is given 
(iv) we have knowledge of a single point observation of the 
by f@) 
true solution to @), say at time t = 5 i, e. W e  know x(5). 
We require the solution (9) to satisfy the observation x6) , That 
is, we make x,(t) identically equal to x(5) and write (9) at time t = 5 in 
the form 
Equation (13) can be solved for the unknown initial value 
xgb) x(t = 0 )  = xo , and this value can be used in (9) to generate the 
solution x,(t) for all t , This solution x,&) now coaetitutes a 
new guess of the solution of (2) and the computation process can be 
repeated to determine the new quantities a,Ai b2{t; Successive 
solutions xg(k ) 
differ by an arbitrarily small amount. 
xg(t) etc, can be computed until these solutions 
3 , 3  Quasilinearization Applied to the Identification of Nonlinear 
Mechanical. Systems,, 
In this section we consider the identification of the parameters 
of a one degree of freedom nonlinear system. The differential equations 
of motion of the eystern is given by 
-13- 
Assume that the driving force xtt) and the ma68 are known :land 
the mass is normalized to  M = 1) but that the ldnear and nonlinear 
damping and spring coefficients kl , ai k2 e a2 are unknown, 
following way, Let y1 = y and y2 = y then 
muation (1) can be rewritten in state vector form Ln the 
D 
n n 
The unknown coefficients are constants, consequently they 
satisfy the following differentid equations, 
L . . 
kl = 0,. ai= 0,) k2 = 0 ,  a2 o 
ft i a  convenient to adjoin the set (2) to thz set $2) vith the 
notation 
A new set of 6 first, order nonlinear differential equations in 
6 . q may he mi13eu the si,ate vaxiable vector- CCIZFOE~II~S q 1 ., 
where q h ob the initial condition vector is aas-uu;?ad to be unknown 
In veclor farm i5) may be written 
Assume a solution t o  (6) and designate this, q0(t ) E NOW 
consider a function space Taylor series expansion of (6)  around the 
assumed solution q, &t b in the form. 
EQuation 67) may be rearranged neglecting terms of second and higher 
order in the form 
where 
(91, J [ f(qoCP); t) is %he Jacobian matrix 
or 
f2 
Bq= 
The Jacobian matrix for the system given in (1) appcr.rc; trii  the  
next page. Equation (8) is now the vector-matrix equiualsnt of (3  2 2 7 )  
and can be solved in iiiroilar manner, 
For both ayet !ms (8)  and f 3 , X  2,7b, obsermt$.on of a shngie stak 
variable i s  assumed '0 be available, While this is sufficient In the one 
dimensional situation to generate aa estimate of the Fingle component 
generate an estimate 1 4  the urknoawn 6 c0mp0nea2ts initial co~ditioa 
vector required for tho solution of (81, it is necessary t o  make o $ s L ~ ~ -  
vations of the single nrailable state of C;8) at six diffeserit t i z r a c ~  Yhc; 
details of the soluticr. proee88, (this corresponds t o  Pne s0LU~c.n ai R 
multipoint boundary d u e  problem] wiU now be examined, 
the initial conditib~n xo 6. Wit is not the case POS (81, jn or&r to 
xO 
The solution >f (8) can be put in the form 
. . 
' I  
P 
m ui' 0 C 0 
0 0 Q 0 0 
N 
i )  
W 
e 
I 0 0 0 
G 7  
P 
e 
CJ- rr x 
k 
.d 
.cI 
e- 
P 
id 
E 0 0 0 
a? 9 
E 
cw 
0 
k 
0 
0 0 0 0 
i 
C P where qi (t), q1 (t) respectively designate the complementary and 
particular solution vectors. Alternativelty, we may write the solution 
to (8) in the state vector form 
where %(a to) is the fundamental matrix. 
P Identify the particular solution,, q, et) , as a solution of the 
.I. 
differential equation 
with the initial condition q; (01 = 0 , Correspondingly identify the 
complementary solution, q,CQ), a solution of the equation 
with the initial condition vector %(to) e 
The solution of (15) is in the form 
- 
(15) 
where both the fundamental matrix Q de, to) and ’ihe initial condition 
vector q(to) are unknown. The fundamental matrix, a(t, to) is 
obtained in a manner similar to that employed for the one dimensional 
, case. The derivative of (16) is 
inserting (16) and (1’7) into (15) yields the differential equation 
Equation (18) can be solved for to) with Q)1( to,, to) = 1 
the identity matrix, With (s,(t, to) known we can compute the integral 
in (13) as the known particular solution qlPlt) Consequently, we now 
have the solution to 68) in the form 
In (10) only the initial condition vector q2to) is wknowa, We solve 
for q(to) by operating on the observed valves of the trajectory of 
the soluthn of (8)  , the differential equation of the unknown system, 
In expanded form we can write (19) as 
az 
I 
L L 
where { qjl Qt) } j = 1,2, -. 6 designate set the component of the 
state vector qlQb and similarly { q t  *et) } { q!(to) 1 are 
the set  of components of the particular solution and initial condition vector, 
placement 
Assume that there is a single observable quantity, the dis- 
y(ti) of the solution of equation (2) at the different timea ti 
These observations correspond to observations of q ($1 
Our objective is to use these observations to  determine the unknown in i t ia l  
condition vector qdt,) and hence generate a new approximation q14 t)  
to the sclution of the original set of nonlinear dif€erential equations. 
1 
-21 
That this can be accomplished can be Been by writing 8 equations 
1 in the first component observation q l(ti); 1 
unknown initial condition componetrts 
1.2, a a e 6 for the six 
+to)* j = 1, 2, ., 6 in 
. * *  
Equation (21) can also be written a8 
or in the vector matrix form 
Under the assumption that .'; (t, to) ie nonsing€hro its in- 
verse, [@? ' (t, to) ] -' , exists and (23)can be solved for ql(t,) in the 
form 
Knowledge of ql{to) af (23) inserted into (1s) permits the 
ql( t ) and qlP(t ) 
approximation ql(t)  to be computed as the solution of the set of 
equationa (8). We recsll parenthetically that, 
both the complementary and particular solutions to (8) a r e  generated 
with the aesumed Solution q,(t . Consequently ql(t  is incorrect 
(since it l e  dependent upon q,( t 1 ) however, we uee it to  generate 
a new approximation q2(t ) etc. maba ha8 demonstrated that the 
convergence properties of the quasilinear solution to the original non- 
Linear equations has quadratic convergence properties, that is, if the true 
solution of (8) is q(t ) and qk(t) , qk+14t 1 are  successively the 
kth and k + 1st approximate solutions then 
3 
where M is independent of k, 
ilinear solution to the noruue- *3- --- daw. J*Wa-on+iaI ----- equations are the following: 
To summarize, the sequence of steps in obtaining the qms- 
1, Assume a soiuiiuii qo(t: +,5? the wgmented linearized 
2, 
3, 
40 Use the observations y(ti) = q (ti) i = 1, 2, a ,  n to 
nonlinear differential equations 
Solve for the fundamental matrix 
Solve for the particular solution 
1 
get a 2nd approximation (estimate) of the unknown initial 
conditions vector q(to) a 
Steps 2, 3, 4 give a new approximation ql(t ) to the 
solution of the original set,, Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 
until successive solutions differ to  an arbitrary extent, 
5, 
3,4 The Least Squares Tech& ues Applied To The QuasUeari- 
zation Solution. 
The determination of the unknown initial condition vector and 
hence the identification of unknown parameters by the technique of 
quasilineaxization suffers from the difficulty that the eoiution for n 
parametere with n observations is not necessarily unique. A simple 
graphical illustration of the reepoase of a on e d e g re e of 
freedom linear system to a atep input mill illustrate the point. The 
responee of such a eystem for two different degrees of damping is 
illustrated below, 
response 
- 
time 
Figure 2. REBFONSE OF A ONE DEGREE 3F FREEI>OM XdNE%R 
SYSTEM TO A STEP INPUT PARAMETRIC! IN DAMPING XA'ITO. 
-24- 
I 
Obeenre that there are a number of points of overlap between 
8 the two solutions. Ifs for example, the points labeled are chosen, 
the technique described in Section 3.2 can be satisfied bp either of the 
So~utians drawn (a8 well as (UI infinite number of other solutions). 
tions of the displacement may be noisy we resort to the least squares 
technique of parameter estimation to permit more than the minimum 
number of observations 46 in the ca8e discussed in Section 3.3)  to 
enhance our estimate of the unknown parameters. With noisy observa- 
1 tions of y(t ) = q (t ) 
condition vector @,3.22) become8 
For this reason,, as well 88  because of the fact that the observa- 
the model for the solution for the initial 
where E i s  assumed to be a zero mean error vector with a covariance 
matrix consisting of identical diagonal elements and zeros off the diagonal 
(uncorrelated,, quai variaze &~ervstims)= 
Lu ?- ' 9  \we " 0  Q --, '3.1 +he notation is used to impfy that 6 observations 
q (ti); i = 1,2, 6 are employed, The notation is quite general, 
Xn (1) above we interpret the situation as corresponding to the case in 
which n observations are made, in particular n = 6. That is, in 
1 
1 
(1) the vector [ql( t )  - q:'pft) 3 
ponent observation vector, the n x 6 matrix 
can be interpreted as an n com- 
'* '(t, to) can be 
1, 
interpreted a matrix of known elements, the 6 x 1 vector q,(tob is 
a vector of unknown parameters or components and the 6 x 1 vector 
E is an e r ro r  vector, The 8ituation just described corresponds to a 
description of the framework for the classical least square8 parameter 
estimation problem". la the notation of that discipline equation (1) 
is written 
y = x  0 + E  32 i 
43 
-28- 
3.5 The Stagewise Estimation Procedure Applied To The Least - -- 
Square Solution Of The Quasilinearization Teehnq ' ue 
The stagewise estimation scheme, apparently originated by 
Swerling') and improved upon by Ho 4'6 '' permits large amounts of 
data to be employed for the purpose of parameter estimation without pro- 
hibitive computational costs. In what follows the stagewise estimation 
procedure is demonstrated, It wiU be seen that other than for the first 
iteration,, the matrix inversion step is completely eliminated, The pro- 
cedure is as follows: Consider equation 43,3,22) in the form 
'nP[t 11 is the where yk is the observation vector [ q (r t - q 
transformation matrix 9-" (t, to) an6 p^  be vector sf unknown 
a k component vector o r  a k row matrix and also signifies that the 
vector and matrix a re  t ime dependent and hence index dependent, 
is in fact a consequence of the minimization of the quadratic form 
1 
1 .  
parameters qitoi In "' -6 - - 11 +k-+ --- follows - _ _ _ _  &e sdfk k desigPra$es 
The least squares solution of (1) is given by (3, 3). Thia solution 
with respect to fl  
Consistant with the notation in (1) we write the least squares 
estimate Q )  in the form 
t 
Now if additional data, represented by the m component vector, 
ie taken we cen represent the model of the obsemtions in the yk+lD 
partitioned matrix form 
[ t,] A 
m 4 1  APk+a repreaents the incremental change in the estimate 
the quadratic form to the minimized to get the new estimate of 
of the parameter vector f i  due to the new data yk+n. CorresponcLing 
to (2) 
6 is given by 
n 
Q ~ + ~  = 1 I X; r B ,  4- 
U s i n g  the fact 
hand side of (5) can be written as 
term can be aystematically expanded, 
with respect to A&+I 
This equation consists of quadratic terms in the form 
terms in the form Be. 
the vector gives the partial results 
A@i+ixk X i  &3k+l 
the incremental change in the estimate of /3 
and linear 
The second 
Equafio~ (51 is to be minimized 
z’Az 
Differentiation of these terms with respect to 
I 
Application of these formulas to the expanded version of (5) and forming 
the equation 
= o  =Gi 
yields the result 
A 
used by Ho to eliminate the successive inversbn of matrices as indicated 
by 47). Let 
muation ( 7 )  is an updating scheme for improvhg the estimate 
as more observations yk+l are made, Now we employ a result 
Then 
-1  -1  
Ak+l OAk +$+I <+I 
-2 9- 
Equations {Q), m d  (8) applied to (7) yield the &agewise eetfrnation 
procedure 
where 
Equation (1 1)  i’s aeen to involve an inversion of an m x rn matrix 
where m is arbitrary. In particular we make m = 1 and elfminate the 
invereion process. 
-3Q- 
I 
I 
4, ILLUSTRATIVE COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND EXPECTED 
EFFORT IN THE SECOND QUARTER 
Preliminary computations have been made on the identification 
of a simulated one degree of freedom linear system. Independent sam- 
ples of a zero mean gaussian random variable are used as a forcing 
function into a one degree of freedom linear system represented by a 
diiferential equation., The response of the system to the forcing func- 
tion is computed using a Runge -KJtta numerical integration procedure 
the system are estimated by the quasilinearization- -least squares- - 
stagewise smoothing procedure 
an underdamped system that satisfies the equation 
The as~umed unknown mass1 spring and damping param, *ters of 
The example illustrated consisted of 
Equation (1) is written in the form 
W e  identify the following etate variables 
which leads t o  the following set of differential equations 
I .  -31- 
In vector-matrix form (4) can be expressed as the equation 
; r = g ( y , t )  ( 5) 
The k f 1 at iterative equation corresponding to (5) ia 
The original true parameter values chosen were 
The original guesses were 
The response of the siaaulated system is canpxi2ed at 050 second 
intervals, the obeervatione used for quasilinearizuticm compubtiobl(5 are 
required) are taken at 
atagewise ~ m o o f h i p g  are a160 taken at .5  second dntervEils, 
5 second intervals, observations used for the 
Five observations are taken. 
- 32- 
0.000 
0.031 
9,959 
10.231 
0,943 
A table of the vevolution of the estimate of the unknown param- 
eters is provided below. 
0.000 
-0.012 
9.970 
10.114 
0,919 
TABLE 1.. EVOLUTION 3F THE PAEMMETER ESTIMATES 
?ammeter 
True 
Value 
0 
0 
5 
25 
1 
1st Guasil Stagewise* 
linearization Smoothing 
(11 
- I 
Stagewise** Stagewise*** 
Smoothing 
(2) 
o.,ooo 
-0.017 
6.. 333 
23.851 
1,018 
Smoothing 
( 41 
0,000 
-3,000 
4 979 
25. 000 
1, 004 
where * #  *** *** designates the column of estimates obtained after a 
total of 10 observations have been on respectively the l s t ,  2nd and 4th 
iteration. The procedure gave true estimates, to within 3 decimal points 
after the 7th iteration. 
=:-..-e r 1 is a graph of response of the simulated system corn- 
~ a r d  with the response of the system computed using the parameter esti- 
mates given bythe first quasi1i:zeafization and stagewise S i i i G G t k i Z g  it%ri -
tion. These graphs correspond to computations for the true parameters 
and * in Table ln  Similarly, Figure 2 corresponds to cornputations for 
the true parameters and for ** in that Table. 
at3empt at verifying the computational procedure- The procedure appears 
to work satisfactorily Additional parameter runs to determine sensitivitjj 
of the computations to the original guess and runs with rnultidegree of free- 
dom systems are contemplated for the next quarterly interval- 
The results presented are preliminary. They represent a first 
. 
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